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MALCOLM BASS

Janhukot

The road ends at Gangotri. Minibuses and taxis jostle for space to turn 
around or disgorge their passengers into the narrow street. It’s a busy, 

lively place, full of  the excited energy of  Hindu pilgrims making the jour-
ney of  their lifetime to the headwaters of  the sacred Ganges. Some will be 
content to bathe and worship at the temple here, but many will start the 
long walk up the beautiful pine-scented track towards Gaumukh, the Cow’s 
Mouth, where the river pours out from the snout of  the Gangotri glacier.

Beyond Gaumukh the going gets rougher and the crowds thin out. But 
the well-watered meadow of  Tapovan under the north face of  Shivling is 
an ideal campsite, and will usually hold several clusters of  tents: trekkers,  
spiritual seekers, yogis, gap-year backpackers and alpinists. The peaks 
around the lower third of  the Gangotri glacier are, with good reason, well 
known and much climbed. Shivling, Meru, and the Bhagarathis are elegant 
in form, cast in good granite, with the odd shale band for spice, and access-
ible. Many great routes have been climbed here.

Follow the glacier upstream past Shivling though and the names, if  they 
have names at all, become less well known, Kharkachund, Swachand and 
Mandani Parbat until, 35km from Gaumukh, the glacier ends in a beautiful 
cirque of  distant, mysterious mountains. It’s not unreasonable to say that 
the snowmelt from these peaks is the ultimate source of  the Ganges. The 
four 7,000m summits of  the Chaukhamba (‘four pillars’) massif  make up 

Paul Figg, Malcolm Bass and Guy Buckingham acclimatising on Kedar Dome. 
(Guy Buckingham)
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most of  this 16km horseshoe skyline and there are two un-named 6,000ers 
on the ridge. Janhukot (6805m) forms the northern end. Only three lines 
have been climbed from the Gangotri glacier on these mountains and only 
the summits of  Chaukhamba I and II have been reached. Chaukhamba III 
has been climbed, unofficially and to just shy of  the summit, from the other, 
south side.

It has taken my friends and I a long time to begin to understand how  
to climb in these mountains. Until last year I had been to the head of  the 
Gangotri glacier three times and hadn’t reached a summit. In 1995 Julian 
Clamp and I were at 6,300m on the north-west ridge of  Chaukhamba I, 
completely overwhelmed by the enormity of  our situation. Two weeks out 
from our base camp 25km down the glacier, overtired and underfed, and 
with lifelong friendships falling apart amongst the rest of  the team down on 
the glacier, it was all too much for us. We turned and fled. But these moun-
tains seared themselves into my memory. One peak in particular stood out: 
the elegant, unclimbed pyramid of  Janhukot.

Also referred to as Jankuth or Januhut, Janhukot first came to the atten-
tion of  mountaineers during the prolific 1938 Austrian expedition to the 
Garhwal led by Rudolf  Schwarzgruber. They photographed but didn’t  
attempt Janhukot. In 1989 Indian climbers Prashanta Roy, Atanu Chatter-
jee, Sushanta Majumder and Dibya Mukherjee made an attempt but I don’t 
know how far they got. An Austrian team made an attempt on Janhukot in 
2002 but heavy snowfall prevented them reaching the foot of  the mountain.

In 1998 I was back on the upper Gangotri for an attempt on the west face 
of  Swachand that ended the morning after Julian Clamp and I sat though a 
six-hour rock-fall bombardment at our second bivouac. Helpless and unpro-
tected on a snow ledge we thought we were going to die. Three rocks ripped 
through the tent but, by some miracle, we survived. We climbed two pitches 
the next morning, then both of  us burst into tears and we abseiled off.

Ganga Aarti in Rishikesh on the journey up the Ganges. (Guy Buckingham)
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Janhukot seen from the east from Meade’s/Chaukhmaba col. The 2014 and 2018 
descents dropped into the cwm on the left edge of the shot. (Malcolm Bass)

Yet I couldn’t get the image of  Janhukot out of  my mind: there aren’t 
many unclimbed, good-looking, granite peaks of  6,800m in the world. So in 
2004 I organised an expedition to try and climb it. We went in the post-mon-
soon season and got hit by two heavy snowfalls. Trekking up the glacier was 
arduous and required snowshoes. Our New Zealand friends Pat Deavoll 
and Marty Beare climbed the broad couloir in the middle of  the west face 
and reached the south ridge at about 6,500m, still a long way horizontally 
from the summit. Here Pat was struck down by severe altitude sickness, 
the only safe course being descent. Our long sojourn on the upper glacier 
hadn’t done enough to acclimatise us. Paul Figg, Andy Brown and I reached 
about 5800m on the south-west buttress on the right-hand side of  the face 
before the threat of  more bad weather sent us scurrying back down. Then it 
dumped snow again and we only just managed to get our kit and ourselves 
back down from base camp.

By now Janhukot was attracting other suitors. Bryan Hylenski, Anindya 
Mukherjee and friends made attempts in 2010 and 2011 from the east side, 
where it is easier to gain the south ridge, but both attempts ground to a halt 
against the sustained difficulties of  that ridge.
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In 2014 I was back yet again with another veteran of  the upper Gangotri, 
Simon Yearsley. By then we had learned enough to have a decent chance. 
We had worked out that we needed to acclimatise on the easy slopes of   
Kedar Dome just above base camp, and not head up the glacier until we 
were ready for the climb. We also knew that climbing there in spring means 
there is still enough consolidated snow on the glacier to ease the journey. 
What we still hadn’t learned was how long the south ridge was.

We had a delightful trip. Going early in the year meant the range was 
quiet. We climbed well and the feeling of  remoteness with just two of  us 
18km out from our base camp was exhilarating. But we made two mistakes. 
Having climbed the south-west buttress and reached the south ridge we went 
for the summit from a bivouac at about 6,300m, leaving our tent and sleep-
ing bags. This was too far for one day. And we stayed right on the crest of  
the south ridge where steep mixed pitches in ‘The Castle’ at over 6,500m 
slowed us down. So evening came as we reached over 6,600m, with a lot  
of  ridge between us and the top. We’re comfortable climbing in the dark, 
but a strong evening wind sprang up. Exposed on the crest, we couldn’t keep 
warm. So, wisely and sadly, we went down. By the time we got back to our 
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tent we were so cold that our thinking was slowed. I suffered some frostbite 
in fingers and thumbs. We were comfortable then, and still are today, that 
we made the right decision, but it was a painful one. Despite all the hard 
work and not getting to the top, this expedition in 2014 with Simon was one 
of  the best trips of  my life: two old friends doing something we love in a 
strange and wonderful place. On medical advice we drank a lot of  rum on 
the journey home.

I can only get time off  for long expeditions every other year, so it was 2016 
before my thoughts turned back to Janhukot. One of  my friends said: ‘You 
climbed most of  it didn’t you? No point in going back now.’ But that wasn’t 
how I saw it. For me Greater Ranges alpinism is about reaching summits. 
Close isn’t good enough. I knew that no matter how fulfilling our journey 
had been Simon and I had not climbed the mountain. The rum had worked: 
I had only lost a couple of  millimetres off  each thumb. I had hooked up 
with a super-psyched and highly experienced new climbing partner, moun-
taineering instructor Guy Buckingham, and we set our sights on Janhukut.

It was not to be. We learned Bryan Hylenski was renewing his campaign 
on the mountain, and that he and John Miller had already made arrange-

Paul and Malcolm on day two. (Guy Buckingham)
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ments for an attempt later that summer. So we let them get on with it, 
changed plans, and went to Himachal Pradesh. The winter of  2015-16 was 
unusually dry throughout the Himalaya, and consequently Bryan and John 
found Janhukot in terrible condition. The south-west buttress was bare rock 
so they attempted the Deavoll-Beare couloir but became the seventh team 
not to reach the summit.

In May 2018, Paul Figg and I were back at the beautiful Sundenvan base 
camp beneath the south face of  Shivling. Guy had joined us and was revel-
ling in the beauty of  his first trip to the Garhwal; he had yet to experience 
the joys of  the 18km approach to Janhukot. I have spent a lot of  time at 
Sundenvan and it has become a place of  great peace and joy for me. I love 
the slow pace of  base-camp life, the long rambling conversations, the time 
to read and think, and the plentiful sleep. I love the sound of  the wind and 
the distant roar of  the cook-tent stove. Joining us on this trip was outdoor 
photographer, cameraman and back-country skier Hamish Frost. A good 
base camp is a place of  physical and emotional warmth, a place of  safety 
and rest, a haven in which to prepare for, and recover from, challenges up 
high. This was a good base camp. We were ably supported by our excellent 
liaison officer Vikram Ghiyal, sirdar Anoop Tamang, cook Santabir Sherpa, 
cook’s assistant Hari Singh, and Pemba Sherpa who would support Hamish 
with the filming.

Good health is vital for successful expeditionary climbing, and we were 
lucky that the stomach bug that most of  us caught only lasted a couple of  
days. Then the four Brits and Vikram acclimatised by spending two nights 
at increasing altitude on the convenient and gentle snow slopes of  Kedar 
Dome. Our normal two-day post-acclimatisation rest was extended by a 
couple of  days to let a period of  bad weather pass. Then we were off.

Janhukot is not visible from base camp, and naturally Anoop and Vikram 
wanted to see the mountain we had all come so far to climb, so they joined 
us for the trip up the glacier. Hamish and Pemba planned to stay at the foot 
of  Janhukot for a couple of  days to film and take pictures. A light-hearted, 
holiday atmosphere prevailed as we trekked towards our mountain, with 
safety in numbers and the journey fresh and new for most of  us. On the 
afternoon of  the second day and three weeks into our trip, we finally saw 
Janhukot.

It looked good: the south-west buttress was well plastered in snow and 
ice. On previous attempts we had spent one or more days under the face 
scoping the line and watching for objective hazards. This time we had our 
evening meal, rested for a couple of  hours, and set off  at 1am on the half-
hour walk up the subsidiary Maindani glacier to the foot of  the route. This 
tactic had the advantage of  reducing time away from the good food and 
lower altitude of  base camp, but it meant we set off  still rather weary from 
the approach.

There was no sign of  a holiday atmosphere at 1am. This was more like a 
funeral march. The huge task ahead, the early hour, the darkness, and our tired 
legs dampened our spirits and we shuffled slowly along in silence. Hamish 
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seemed the only one with any life in him as he dashed around filming.
‘I feel fucked,’ I said.
‘Well, that’s a great start,’ Hamish replied.
As the snow slope steepened beneath the bergschrund we said goodbye 

to Hamish, leaving him filming our glacial plod. As the angle steepened my 
feeling of  exhaustion grew. I wasn’t feeling positive. ‘If  I can’t walk up snow 
at 5,100m how am I going to be able to climb ice at 6,800m?’ Then Guy  
led us over the bergschrund and everything changed.

A gusty wind was blowing as we began soloing up the lower part of   
the buttress, following ramp lines up and right. Waves of  spindrift poured 
over us. Snow stung our faces. The world was reduced to the size of  our 
headtorch beams. Our nervous systems began to crackle and spark as we 
became fully awake to the challenge. Dull leaden fatigue was replaced by  
energetic drive. Careful foot placements over loose rock ribs and trail break-
ing in the deeper snow: at last we were climbing, exulting in the move-
ment. Up and up we went as the sky lightened, although the west face itself   
remained in shadow. Although Janhukot is made of  good, solid granite 
there is still some rock and icefall on the west face in the afternoon, and 
we wanted to be at the bivouac site that Simon and I had used in 2014 well  
before noon. This site, at about 5,800m, is well protected beneath an over-
hang, and is off  to one side, away from the main fall line of  the buttress.

Then, as it became fully light, it became clear to me that I didn’t know 
where we were. Guy, never having been here before, was calm about us 
being a bit lost. Paul had the excuse that he was last on the route 14 years 
earlier and couldn’t really be expected to remember much. So it was all 
down to my fallible memory from fours years ago. Surely if  we kept going 
upwards all would be well?

Looking down at the Gangotri glacier from the second bivouac. (Guy Buckingham)
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Paul Figg just below the summit. (Malcolm Bass)

A short abseil down from a rock rib into yet another gully shook my 
confidence further: we hadn’t abseiled at any point whilst climbing the 
south-west buttress in 2014. The sun continued to rise and swing west but 
there was nothing else to do except keep climbing the easiest line. And as 
we turned a rock wall on the right, I recognised something: a place where 
Simon had stopped for a shit in 2014. We were on the right track and five 
minutes later I spotted the bivouac site. We were there at about 11am.  
I can’t remember how we spent all those hours at the bivouac. Above, the 
route climbs a narrow gully, the fall line for anything from the top part  
of  the buttress, so stopping before noon made sense. We were anyway  
satisfied with 700m of  height-gain. Digging the ledge and setting up the 
rope system took some time, then I guess we cooked, dozed, chatted vaguely. 
I would have listened to an audiobook on my iPod for what prove to be the 
last time. Then we would have crammed into the tent and slept fitfully.

In the first dim light of  morning we made horrible instant coffee then 
carefully dismantled the bivouac, stuffed everything into our packs, and 
roped up for climbing. But I wasn’t careful enough. A small stuff  sack went 
tumbling down the mountain: my headtorch, sunglasses, ordinary glasses, 
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back-ups for my contact lenses, spare gloves, iPod and earplugs had all gone. 
I very nearly cried. I am badly short sighted and have a terror of  not having 
spare optical aids with me. Luckily Guy had an extra torch, and I could 
wear my snow goggles against the sun. But nothing could replace my iPod, 
my most effective form of  temporary escape. And without earplugs I would 
be defenceless against Paul’s snoring; no wonder I was stressed. I asked to 
be excused from leading for a couple of  pitches as I collected myself. I must 
have been in a bit of  a state because the long-running, and well-deserved 
cascade of  jokes about me dropping stuff  on every big climb didn’t start up 
again for at least another hour.

We didn’t do very well on the second day. After I dropped my kit nothing 
further went wrong, and my morale rose again. But while we seemed to be 
climbing well enough, we just didn’t make much upwards progress, nowhere 
near as much as Simon and I had on our last attempt. Hard grey ice wore 
us down and we ground to a halt at the first half-decent ledge we reached in 
the late afternoon at about 6,300m. It was a joy to sit in the warmth of  the 
sun and gaze down at the glacier. The night in the tent was less enjoyable.

It is always a delight to reach the top of  a shadowed face and emerge 
onto a sunlit ridge. At a stroke, your world doubles in size. And so it was on 
day three when we emerged at the top of  the buttress onto the south ridge 
and into the morning sun. The ring of  Chaukhamba peaks dominated our 
new vista. We sat down and allowed ourselves a brief  pause before pressing  
on along the ridge. We still had a long way to go: the summit was over a 
kilometre away and 400m higher.

We stayed right on the crest. Icy sections of gently rising ridge alternated 
with steeper rocky sections through gendarmes. We passed the bivouac  
Simon and I had used in 2014 with no sign now that we had ever been there. 
We passed the point where the south-east ridge, the start of  our planned 
descent, sweeps up to join the south ridge. Clouds bubbled up, as they did 
every afternoon, from the jungly foothills beyond the Chaukhamba sky-
line where bamboo shoots had saved Shipton and Tilman from starvation.  
But this afternoon the clouds didn’t settle again as they usually did, instead 
advancing towards us, menacingly, obliterating first the Gangotri glacier, 
then the lower part of  the south ridge. Lightning flashed in the cloud mass 
and the air grumbled. We were not in a good place to meet a storm, partway 
along a long horizontal section of  sharp ridge. We dithered. I started leading 
us along the ridge to the potential safety of  a rocky outcrop about 300m 
away, but suddenly felt we would be too slow to outrun the storm. So we 
turned tail and starting digging into the ridge crest but hit hard ice too soon; 
we would be too prominent if  we stayed there.

So Guy, veteran of  many miles of  Swiss Alpine ridges, took the bit  
between his teeth, and pushed on to the sanctuary of  that distant outcrop. 
Alas, there was no sanctuary to be found there but the clouds had luckily 
halted to the east of  our ridge: some invisible force of  meteorology holding 
them at bay. Even so, we still needed somewhere to sleep. Then a chance 
glance over the edge provided the answer. A rope’s length down the west 
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face, at the foot of  the outcrop on which we stood was a bowl of  snow the 
size of  a basketball pitch. Its outer edge was 20m high and its base was  
perfectly flat. We abseiled gleefully down onto it, not even needing to 
stamp out the tent platform. Cupped safely here, harnesses and helmets off,  
we rested well and made plans for the summit the next day.

We were now just below the rocky cockscomb of  The Castle, the feature 
that had forced our retreat in 2014. Our plan this time was to traverse the 
top of  the west face about 100m below The Castle then cut up through some 
less steep rocks onto what we hoped was the final section of  the south ridge 
leading to the summit. Before night fell we had spotted a gully leading from 
the end of  the traverse up through these rocks and Guy took its picture.  
We were at 6,500m: 300m to gain.

It’s 5am. I simultaneously register the alarm and the sound of  snow on 
the tent. I peer out of  the door to find thick cloud and heavy, wet snow. 
Which, incredibly at this altitude, turns into sleet and then rain. Rain at 
6,500m! We can’t head up in this: we’ll get soaked and freeze. We are all 
tense. The possibility of  another failure hangs in the air. The fear of  being 
wet and cold at this height eats at us. The prospect of  sitting it out crammed 
in this tiny tent is grim. We put off  the decision till 7am at which time little 
has changed, except it’s got a bit colder and rain has turned back to snow.

 ‘It’s just like Scotland.’
‘At 6,500m though.’
‘Yes, but still just like Scotland.’
‘I’m turning back if  I get wet.’
‘I’m not sitting in this fucking tent all day.’
‘It’s just like Scotland.’
‘It is.’
‘Sod it. Let’s go anyway.’
So we did. We crossed a bergschrund to leave the snow bowl and I led 

off  across the traverse in what I hoped was the right direction, but the fog 
was so thick I was just guessing: it really was just like Scotland. We fumbled 
blindly on until the vague shapes of  some cliffs appeared through the murk. 
There now seemed to be several gullies. We looked at the photo on Guy’s 
camera then back at the vague shapes. It didn’t help. We tried to match up 
features from the bright camera screen with miserable reality. They didn’t 
match. Then the fog cleared and for a moment we thought we saw the ridge. 
Then all was grey again.

‘I think it’s that gully by the black striped wall.’
‘Really?’
‘Perhaps. I’m not sure.’
In the end I think we guessed.
The climbing in the gully was good. Rocky sidewalls offered gear place-

ments. The steepest section was narrow so we could chimney up. We could 
only see half  a rope’s length ahead. We were moving very slowly now, with 
long pauses as we bent double to get our breath back. Something about  
the gully felt right but it could still terminate at a dead-end at any moment. 
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If  it did, would we have the energy to try another way? We became desper-
ate that the gully would run up to ridge and kept shouting at the leader:

‘What can you see? Does it go?’
‘Don’t know.’
The gully turned to the right and grew narrower. Surely it wouldn’t close 

off  now?
‘Come up and see.’
We gathered at a small col, on the ridge. The Castle was below us.  

A beautiful snow crest ran up into the clouds. We moved together up this 
ridge. I fell through a cornice and my legs briefly dangled down the east face, 
which seemed unfair. Guy was leading at this point and he’s much bigger 
than me. I was in the middle and carefully following his footsteps. Luckily 
my centre of  gravity and, critically, my ice tools somehow remained above 
the break. The others didn’t know I’d fallen until they heard me swearing 
with relief. Our hopes rose twice, and were twice dashed by false summits. 
Yet the third one somehow looked different. We stopped on a rocky prom-
ontory on the west side of  the snow ridge. Forty metres of  classically shaped 
snow ridge ran up to a point that might just be the summit. Guy and Paul 
kindly suggested that I, in recognition of  my long service on this mountain, 
should lead us to that point. I took some ice screws and set off.

I stuck in an early ice screw to protect the belay, then climbed the steep-
ening ridge till it grew icy at 25m and I felt the need for another screw, then 
another soon afterwards. Five metres to the high point: was it the summit? 

Descending the south ridge from the summit on evening of day four.  
(Guy Buckingham)
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Thick clouds were blowing over the ridge, intermittently hiding Guy and 
Paul at the belay. I couldn’t see beyond the highpoint until the very last  
moment. Then, finally, I saw the ridge drop steeply away. This was it. This 
was the summit. We’d made it. The wind was too strong for my words to 
carry, so I raised my arms in the classic victory salute, then made a two 
screw belay and brought Paul and Guy up.

We were still in a very serious situation. It was 5pm, an hour of  day-
light left. The altimeter read 6,822m, 17m higher that the official height. We 
were 23km away from and 2,300m above base camp and the nearest people. 
Our planned descent was to reverse the upper part of  the south ridge before  
descending the east side of  the mountain and the ridge would be no easier 
on the way back down. But I had a strong instinct that everything was going 
to be okay. Maybe it was partly the illusion of  safety in numbers, more likely 
it came from well-founded confidence in the evident strength of  the three of  
us as a team. We don’t normally do summit hugs. The time to celebrate is 
when we are all safely down. This time we broke that rule.

As we started back down the ridge the high clouds finally parted and all 
the high peaks of  the Garhwal were suddenly revealed. The glaciers and 
foothills remained shrouded in cloud but warm evening sunlight blessed the 
peaks. We were tired but not wrecked, our palatial campsite was only 300m 
below, and Guy had presciently made v-threads on the way up, so we were 
able to savour the moment, aware that nothing in our future alpine climbing 

Descending from the summit in the evening of the fourth day. The tent is visible 
in the snow bowl below the snow arête. (Guy Buckingham)
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might ever match it. I was slow and cautious down the ridge; with the adren-
aline gone I felt like a premonition of  the stumbling old man I will soon 
become. But then the abseils took us efficiently down through the darkness, 
and having retrieved Paul from the bergschrund above the snow bowl,  
we were soon all safely gathered in.

The next day, our last on the mountain, took us back down the south 
ridge to its junction with the south-east ridge. A few abseils down this,  
then down to the top of  a broad gully on the east face, which we climbed 
down into the baking heat of  the high eastern glacial basin. Sun-struck and 
still buzzing, we plodded down this, weaving around crevasses back to the 
Gangotri glacier. As the rush of  joy from success and safety wore off, the 
long slog back round the toe of  the south ridge to our tent on the glacier  
became purgatorial. In the five days that we had been away, the glacier had 
suffered horribly in the heat: pools of  knee-deep slushy water and great 
cracks forming in its normally smooth surface. It made me sad to see my  
old friend so sick. These places we love will soon be gone. And what then 
will water the plains of  northern India?

Even though it was only 3pm when we completed the circle and got to 
the tent that Hamish and Pemba had left for us, I was wasted and went 
straight to bed, stirring only to eat our last dehydrated meal. We all slept 
superbly that night. Next day we got up early again, hoping to complete 
most of  the ice walk before the sun did much damage. But there hadn’t been 
a freeze overnight, and we were sinking to our knees almost immediately. 
Guy had found new reserves of  strength and sped on ahead, Paul and I 
stumbled along behind. It wasn’t much fun, but we knew all we had to do 
was put one foot in front of  the other and we would eventually make it back 
to base camp. Then, just before the worst part of  the journey where the ice 
gives way to tottering piles of  moraine, we saw them, four figures in the dis-
tance coming out way. Hamish, Pemba, Vikram, and Anoop, alerted by our  
Inreach text saying we were down, had come up from base camp to help 
us down the last few kilometres. With them they had bought jeera potatoes, 
fresh chapatis, Tang and chocolate. After a joyful reunion we sat on a boul-
der looking up the Gangotri glacier and ate too much, too fast. Then we 
stood up, shouldered the packs, and set off  together back down the Ganges.
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Summary
First ascent of  Janhukot (6805m) Garhwal Himal, 3-7 June 2018 by Malcolm 
Bass, Guy Buckingham and Paul Figg via the south-west buttress to south 
ridge (3000m, ED, Scottish IV).
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